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GOAL 1

Make the Car the Star



88%
of desktop sessions that view at least 

one VDP interact with photos

58%
of mobile sessions that view at least 

one VDP interact with photos

What do shoppers focus on?

Initial moments of VDP show 
how much attention is 
focused on pictures and high 
level vehicle attributes.

On average, if a user interacts with photos, they see more than six photos during their visit.



How are shoppers viewing the VDP?

49%
Mobile

8%
Tablet

19%
Large Desktop

(<1366px Width)

24%
Laptop & Small Desktop

(<1366px Width)

Note: Breakdown based on actual browser viewport, not device resolution.
31% of desktop shoppers view in a 

browser <660px tall.



The new VDP prioritizes vehicle photo, title, and pricing 
on every device and browser size.
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Prioritized high-level vehicle 
information.

"I want to know more about the 
vehicle before I figure out whether or 
how I am going to pay for it." 
- Mobile Study Participant
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Progressive disclosure of detailed 
vehicle information like Packages & 
Options, Detailed Specifications, and 
Reviews allows for fast scanning of 
the page.

“I like having the option to expand. It 
gives me the option to scroll down 
quickly.” - VDP Study Participant
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VDP Anatomy



Ordered next steps by engagement.

See “Optimize Next Steps” for more 
information.

Displayed detailed pricing (including 
specials, incentives, and payments) 
after high level information.
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5 Recommend vehicles based on 
shopping behavior (make, model, 
price, bodystyle, MPG, mileage, etc).

7% of VDP visitors explore alternate 
vehicles based on the 
recommendations.
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VDP Anatomy
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Updated highlighted features to include 
vehicle features introduced in 2017 and 2018. 
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Display detailed pricing and next steps 
side-by-side with vehicle information.

See “Optimize Next Steps” for more information.

Large, fully responsive media gallery.

See “Improve Trust and Transparency” for more 
information.
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Desktop Enhancements
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Progressive disclosure of detailed vehicle 
information.

"This area is nice… if I want to know more 
about it I can click on it and find out.  But it's 
not all thrown at me, it's not like additional 
text to scroll and read through.  I like that you 
can choose to read it if you want." 
- VDP Study Participant
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Exposed detailed vehicle information like 
Packages & Options, Detailed Specifications, 
and Reviews.
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Desktop Enhancements



GOAL 2

Improve Trust and Transparency



4 out of 5 shoppers preferred the high resolution photos and full screen 
gallery because it allowed them to view the vehicle in more detail.

“I like the big picture! … Smaller pictures are 
fine... but it’s [high resolution vehicle photos] 
kind of nice since we have the technology.” - 
VDP Study Participant



66%
of car buyers use KBB.com
2016 Car Buyer Journey Study, IHS Automotive

Kelley Blue Book is the 
Most Searched Auto Brand 

on Google.
Google Insights Annual Search Terms for Vehicle Shopping

"Having the Kelley Blue Book [Ratings 
and Reviews] I liked. It gives it some 
credibility. I would normally do my own 
independent research… but it's right 
there [on this page]." 
- VDP Study Participant

+



GOAL 3

Optimize Next Steps



What are the most common next steps on VDP?

Study of average VDP button copy click through rates from 10/15/17-11/11/17.



→

What are the most common next steps on VDP?

18% In-page Payment (Digital Retailing) Engagement

3.4% Window Sticker Click

.5% Check Availability Click

.5% ePrice Click

.3% Trade-in Click

.2% Finance Application Click

.2% Request More Info Click

.1% Schedule Test Drive Click
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Higher performing next steps like Check Availability 
and ePrice (.5% click through).

Digital retailing next steps like payment calculation 
(12%), trade-in (.3%), and finance application (.2%).

Lower performing next steps like asking a question 
(.2%) and scheduling a test drive (.1%).

“To me, this just suggests access. There’s lots of ways 
to access [the dealership].” 
- VDP Study Participant



Fixed mobile footer and desktop 
sidebar allows for quick 
reference of vehicle information 
and keeps high engagement 
features a touch away.

“I like how this follows so that 
you can keep seeing what the 
price was. I often have multiple 
tabs open so if I’m going back 
and forth or I come back to the 
page later, being reminded by 
having this on the side is really 
good.” - VDP Study Participant
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